,o of protons fron1 beryllium at laboratory angles 90 • 125 , and 160 and repo:rted seeing, in ~.ddition to the first level, new levels at 6. 8 and 1 ~· 6 Mev.
By this time it had become increasingly clear that a thorough study cf inelastic scattezoing included, in addition to the location of energy levels, a measurement of the angular distribution of the particle groups. Beryllium
UCRL-30'/'l was c:;:elected to initiate this study because (1} relativJely few level£ wer-.e lm.own, and ~2) the lev·ela in this light nucleus wel'e expected to be a~:~ffi .. ciently separated to yield easily ?esolvable prc.;.ton groups.
The essential features of the experimental me1;hod have been described before.
6 A beryllium target was bombarded by 3 J.. 3 Mev protons in a re~ motely controlled Z4-inch diameter scattering chamber. 7 Scattered particles were detected in a triple-proportional cou.ntex-differential range spectrometer. On the 30° spectrum the peaks have been identified as follows: (l) the elastic peak, (2) Group (5), which represents the Be 9 nucleus left in its 7. 9 Mev level, appears more prominently at backward angles (Fig. 3) . 8 . O:::ygen is known to have levela at about 6 and 7 Mev. To determine whether this element occurred in appreciable concentration in the berylfium foil, the range epectram at 60° was investigated above the Be 9 elastic peak for peaks due to elastic scattering from heavier nuclei. The two small peaks found ~aee Fig. 4) were associated with target nuclei of mass 16 (oxygen) arid 23 «sodium). A gaseous oxygen tl'\rget was then bombarded with 32 Mev ;>rotons and the range spectrum of particles scattered thro11gh 60° was observed. 'The ratio of the croes sections of the 6 a.nd 7 Mev levels to that of the elastic peak was obtained, and, using the area of the oxygen. impurity peak, the contribution of the oxyge11 levela to the berylliwrt spectrum could be estimated. A maximum contribution of about one-fifth that of the 5. 0 Mev . 06
• 08
Ave:o.·age of measur<:nnenta beyond 60 .
-8- . appear as a sma.ll bump on the side of the deuteron peak (Group 8. Fig. 1 ).
An attempt was 1nade to identify the sharp peak, Group 10 (
with the well-known 17 Mev level in Be 8 . As may be seen in Table III , the agreement among the excitation energies obtained at the several angles is poor. On the other hand, the assumption that this is a level in Be 9 leads to more consistent values xor the .excitation energy, 19. 9 Mev.· In the same ma~ner Group 11 qFig. I} has been identified as a proton group which leaves Be 9 excited to 2. 1. 7 Mev .. It should be kept in mind, however. that tbia mode of identification is rather insensitive for high e>ecitation energies so that for the two foregoing assiBmnents, some reservations might be held.
There can be seen juet to the left of the 3. 0 Mev Be 8 level in the 75°, 90°, and 135° spectra in Fig. 1 two small peaks. Taking the observations individually, the pea.lts are no larger than the statistical fluctuations one might eKpect in the data. Taken together. however, the several observations are rather suggestive because they yield consistent values for the . 9 ew.citation ene rgi€!9 of levels at 14. 5 and 17. 5 Mev and Be • 14 Gerhard E. Fischer, UCRL-l546.
-13-UCRL-3077 total angular momentum change suffered by the target nucleus will be restricted to the values obtained from
The parity. will change 01· not depending on whether l min is odd or even.
ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF PROTON GROUPS
The cross section for the Z. 45-Mev level ie well determined at most angles. Figure 6 illustrates that j 1 yields a very good fit fo1· r = l. (Table 1} . Since we now have three parameters to fit· the observed angular distribution, ·it is not surprising that the composite curve fits ao well.
(See Fig. 7) . For a single level, J = 1/Z, 5/7.. or 7 /?.. with even parity. . y .
•·· The angular distribution for the .21. 7-Mev level (Fig. 10) If, however, it is assurned the proton may pick up the neutron anywhere throughout the nuclear volwne~5 it may be shown that the angular distribution is multiplied by a factor with a singularity which may wipe out one of the · minima and give a distribution such as we find.
15 Daitcb and French, Phys. Rev. 695 (195Z) . If one takes seriously the value J = 5/Z, there remains a disagreement in the parity assigned to this state. In order to get an assignment J = S/Z, odd parity, for this state using the A·B-M theory. it is necessary that l = 0 or 4.
I. = 0 is ruled out because the angular distribution is clearly not peaked .forward, while th~ first lobe of j 4 (ka) with a reasonable choice of nuclear radius, occurs at. much too large an angle.
If the restrictim1 J = 5/2 is removedt thi!n one can make a parity and y an.gu!a1• momentum assignment consistent with that of Ribe and Seagrave by RInglis, D. R., R.ivi. P. 27 1 76 (1955); R. M. P. 25, 390 (1953) . 17 F. L. Ribe, J. D. Seagrave. Phya. Rev. 94, 934 (1954) .
-16-choosing t = 2. This yields Jy = 1/Z., 3/Z., 1/2, 9/Z. ~parity. 
It is clear that

